Due to the current Covid-19 restrictions and the severity of the Delta variant in various areas, this Fall’s SET will be devoted to leadership development. This means that the ECs are going to have to develop a plan to effectively execute a SET during the time frame using the objectives as stated below.

**Date & Time**
Saturday, October 9th
0900 to 1300

**SET objectives:**
- Operate in the field (not from county or established positions)
- Establish at least two radio sites with full operational capability
- Utilize GPS coordinate training to move personnel to operational sites
- Pass at least 10 verbal messages, 4 of which have to be to an adjacent county
- Pass at least 10 Winlink messages, 4 of which have to be to an adjacent county
- Ensure that personnel safety is paramount
- Notify Section Manager by email when operational (ka7ozo@arrl.org)
- Maintain proper records involving number of personnel, total times involved for monthly EC report.
- Observe all established protocols for Covid